Given a finite directed graph with n vertices, we define a metric d G on F n q , where F q is the finite field with q elements. The weight of a word is defined as the number of vertices that can be reached by a directed path from a vertex within the support of the vector. Two canonical forms, which do not affect the metric, are given to each graph. Based on these forms we characterize each such metric. We further use these forms to prove that two graphs with different canonical forms yield different metrics. Efficient algorithms to check if a set of metric weights define a metric based on a graph are given. We provide tight bounds on the number of metric weights required to reconstruct the metric. Furthermore, we give a complete description of the group of linear isometries of the graph metrics and a characterization of the graphs for which every linear code admits a G-canonical decomposition. Considering those graphs, we are able to derive an expression of the packing radius of linear codes in such metric spaces. Finally, given a directed graph which determines a hierarchical poset, we present sufficient and necessary conditions to ensure the validity of the MacWilliams identity and the MacWilliams extension property.
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I. INTRODUCTION
L ET F n q be the n-dimensional vector space over a finite field F q and let a code be a linear subspace over F n q . In order to gain some tools that may help (mainly in the decoding processes), different metric structures are considered. The most common one, the Hamming metric d H , shares two well known properties:
1) The metric d H is determined by the Hamming weight w H , in the sense that d H (x, y) = w H (x − y). 2) If we consider two error vectors x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and
x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that x i = 0 if x i = 0, then w H (x) ≥ w H (x ). Manuscript Both properties are crucial in the context of coding theory. The first one means that the distance d H (·, ·) is invariant by translations (d H (x +z, y +z) = d H (x, y), for all x, y, z ∈ F n q ), what turns linear codes to be more manageable in such concerns metric properties. To be more precise, as an example, the well known Syndrome decoding algorithm performs a minimal distance decoding if and only if the metric is invariant by translations. The second property says that the metric is suitable for error detection and correction when considering reasonable channels, in the following sense: if I, J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} are two families of bits, then, making errors in all coordinates corresponding to I ∪ J can not be better than making errors only in the coordinates corresponding to I or J .
Two large (and nearly disjoint) families of metrics on F n q which satisfy those properties were introduced over the years: the combinatorial metrics, introduced by Gabidulin in 1971 [8] and the poset metrics, introduced in the context of Coding Theory by Brualdi et al. [5] in 1995, that generalize both the usual Hamming metric and the Niederreiter-Rosenbloom-Tsfasman metric ( [19] and [20] ). Since then, the poset metrics gained attention and has been extensively studied in the literature in the context of coding theory, exploring all its major aspects and invariants: MacWilliams Identity ( [6] , [12] ), perfect and MDS codes [3] , [10] , [11] , duality, packing, and covering problems [13] , [15] , [16] . Some variations of poset metrics were introduced over the years, including the poset-block metrics [1] (a generalization of poset metrics) and recently, a version with partially ordered multi-sets which is the equivalent of poset metrics for the Lee metric [21] .
In this work we introduce a new family of metrics: given a directed graph G, on n vertices, we define a metric d G on F n q . The graph based metrics generalize the poset metrics. It is closely related to the poset-block metrics (introduced in [1]) but it is actually a new family of metrics. As we shall see in Section III, the poset-block metrics may be obtained as a variation of the graph based metrics. In terms of coding theory, in some sense they work in different directions. If we consider, as an example, a situation where we have two blocks of information, blocks with different sizes (in bits), the posetblock values only the number of blocks where errors occur, but not the size of the blocks. The graph based metrics refine the poset-block metrics by considering the errors that compromise larger blocks to be more relevant than errors that compromise smaller blocks.
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message wise unequal error protection. The goal of this work is to study such metrics in this context, and the paper is organized as follows:
In Section II we present the basic definitions of directed graphs and metrics defined by graphs. In Section III, two canonical forms, of directed graphs (for construction of the related metrics), are defined -the expanded canonical form and the reduced canonical form. We prove that these two canonical forms are unique, i.e. for a given directed graph there is a unique expanded canonical form and a unique reduced canonical form. Moreover, we prove that two directed graphs determine the same metric if they have the same canonical forms. In Section IV we consider several computational questions related to the minimum number of metric weights which are required to reconstruct the whole metric. These questions have several variants which will be discussed in this section. Bounds, some of which are tight are presented. From here on we move to questions closely related to coding theory. In Section V we discuss the group of linear isometries of the graph metrics and the connection of the work to coding theory. The group of linear isometries is characterized in a way which allows it to be used as a tool to characterize the graphs for which any linear code admits a G-canonical decomposition (Section VI). Finally, in Section VII we present some conditions on a graph that are sufficient for the validity of MacWilliams Identity and the MacWilliams Extension Property.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
A (simple finite) directed graph G(V, E) consists of a finite set of vertices V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and a set of directed edges E (parallel edges are not allowed), where e ∈ E is an ordered pair (u, v) ∈ V × V with u = v. The vertex u in this edge is called the tail of the edge and the vertex v is called the head of the edge. A trail of length k is a sequence of edges (u 0 , u 1 ), (u 1 , u 2 ), . . . , (u k−1 , u k ) in which all edges are distinct. When u 0 = u k , the trail is called a circuit. In case all the vertices u i 's in a trail are distinct, except for the possibility that u 0 = u k , the trail is called a simple directed path of length k. If u 0 = u k then the path is called a directed cycle.
A complete graph is a directed graph which contains all the possible n(n − 1) edges. Such a graph is also called a clique.
If there is a trail from u to v, we say that u dominates v,
The closure X G of a set X ⊂ V is the smallest closed subset containing X. The set of all closed sets of G is denoted by I(G). By abuse of notation, if X = {v}, we denote
is a directed graph and there is a function L : V −→ N, where N denotes the set of natural numbers (positive integers). The value L(v), v ∈ V , is called the L-weight of v. Clearly, if for each v ∈ V we have that L(v) = 1 then we can omit the L-weights of the vertices, and the L-weighted directed graph is just a directed graph.
Each directed graph G(V, E), where V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }, defines a metric d G as follows: The words of the space are all n-tuples over a given alphabet whose size is at least two. Given x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ F n q , the support of x is the set of non-zero coordinates of x, i.e., supp(x) = {i ; x i = 0 ∈ F q }. When considering an ordering (arbitrary but fixed) in the set V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } of vertices of G, we have the G-support of x, defined as supp G (x) = {v i ∈ V ; x i = 0}. For simplicity, we shall write supp G (x) = supp(x). We can naturally identify supp(x) with {i ∈ [n]; x i = 0} and we shall do so if no confusion may arise. The G-weight, w G (x), of a word x is the number of distinct vertices in G dominated by the vertices in the support of x:
where |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A. The G-distance between two words x, y ∈ F n q is defined by d G (x, y) = w G (y − x). Since the actual values in the nonzero entries of x and y do not play any role in the determination of the G-weights, we will assume, without loss of generality, that all the G-weights are given only for binary words.
Example 1: The Hamming weight w H is a particular case of a G-weight where E = ∅. On the opposite side, if G is a complete graph, then A G = V for every A = ∅ and hence, w G (x) = n, for each x = 0.
III. CANONICAL FORMS
In this section, given a directed graph, we introduce two canonical forms: the reduced and expanded canonical forms. Each canonical form characterizes the set of all directed graphs which determines the same G-metric: two graphs yield different metrics if, and only if, their reduced (or expanded) canonical forms are different. The canonical forms can be defined through a set of edges called shortcuts. An edge (u, v) ∈ E is called a shortcut if there exists a simple directed path from u to v which contains at least two edges. Adding or removing shortcuts to the graph do not affect the metric as the following lemma, whose proof is obvious, states.
Lemma 1: If G(V, E) and G (V, E ) are two directed graphs which differ in exactly one edge e, and e is a shortcut,
We remark that shortcuts must be removed one at a time and not simultaneously, in order to avoid the situation which we find in the next example: Then (u, v) and (u, w) are shortcuts. By removing any of those shortcuts or all of them we get the sets of edges
to which corresponds the graphs G v , G w and G v,w , respectively. One can directly check that
The expanded canonical form of a directed graph G(V, E) is the graph G (V, E ) obtained by adding edges, one by one, in a way that each edge added to the graph is a shortcut.
Hence, the expanded canonical graph G (V, E ) is a graph for which E ⊂ E , E \ E contains only shortcuts and any possible edge to add in E is not a shortcut.
As an example, the expanded canonical form of a graph is a complete graph if and only if there is a circuit containing all the vertices. The expanded canonical form of a graph G(V, E) has all the possible shortcuts. Some of these induce complete subgraphs of the expanded canonical form G (V, E ). To figure out the maximal cliques in the expanded canonical form we state the next elementary lemmas, which follow straightforward from the definition of G (V, E ).
The clique induced on V , by the expanded canonical form
Finally, we have that the expanded canonical form is unique.
Lemma 3: Any directed graph has a unique expanded canonical form. In other words, the expanded canonical form is well-defined.
Theorem 2: Two different graphs with the same expanded canonical form yield the same metric.
Proof: Let G(V, E) be a graph and G (V, E ) its canonical expanded form. Since we can move from the expanded graph G to the original graph G by removing one by one the shortcuts in E \ E, Lemma 1 ensures that d G = d G .
Next, we want to define a second canonical form for a graph which defines a metric. Succinctly, the reduced canonical form is an L-weighted acyclic graph G (V , E , L ) obtained from a graph G(V, E) by contracting each strongly-connected component to a vertex, and the weight of this vertex is the number of vertices in the strongly-connected component, i.e., assuming that G(V, E) is in the expanded canonical form (Lemma 3, we obtain G (V , E , L ) in the following way: 1) Each maximal clique in G(V, E) is associated to a vertex u in V . We denote by π : V → V the map that associates to a vertex of V the vertex of V that represents its clique.
3) The projection π also defines the structure of edges: we start defining a set of vertices E * where (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ E * if, and only if, there are v 1 ∈ π −1 (u 1 ) and v 2 ∈ π −1 (u 2 ) such that v 2 ∈ v 1 G . We remark that G * = (V , E * ) has no circuits, so that it actually determines a partial order on V : u 1 u 2 if u 1 ∈ u 2 G * . We denote this poset by P G = (V , ). It follows that, on G * , the closure of a set A is just the ideal generated by A in the usual meaning in the context of posets. 4) Finally, we obtain E by removing all shortcuts from E * and get the canonical reduced form G (V , E , L ). We remark the following:
By doing so, given x ∈ F n q we can determine its G-weight by considering the L-weighted reduced form of G:
We remark that, if we define a constant weight L 1 (u) = 1, for all u ∈ V , we get the poset-block metric as defined in [1] . • There may be many shortcuts with tail u and the heads {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u r } contained in a single clique. In the reduced form, all these edges are replaced by a single edge with tail u and head in the vertex that replaces the clique. Proposition 1: Any directed graph has a unique reduced canonical form, i.e., it is well-defined.
Proof: The structure of maximal cliques in G is unique and so the graph G * is uniquely determined by G. Moreover, the L -weight is determined exclusively by the projection π : V −→ V , hence it is also uniquely determined. G * is a poset and G may be viewed as its Hasse diagram. It is well known that the Hasse diagram (considered as a directed graph) of a poset is uniquely determined by the poset and it follows that the reduced canonical form is well-defined.
Proposition 1 leads to the two main results of this section. Before we state and prove them, we need a simple and useful lemma:
Theorem 3: If two directed graphs G 1 (V, E 1 ) and G 2 (V, E 2 ) induces metrics such that d G 1 = d G 2 then the expanded canonical forms of G 1 and G 2 are equal, and the same is true for their reduced canonical forms.
Proof: The proof is done by induction on n = |V |. The proof of the base n = 1 is trivial. Let 0 = e v ∈ F n q be a word with supp (e v ) = {v} and with minimal w G 1 and w G 2 weight. If w G 1 (e v ) = w G 2 (e v ) = n, then both G 1 and G 2 contain a cycle of length n hence they expanded canonical form is a complete graph with n vertices and the reduced canonical form is the graph with a unique vertex u and L 1 (u) = L 2 (u) = n.
We assume that w G i (e v ) < n. We consider the projections
We consider now the graphs G * i obtained from G i by adding all the possible edges to the maximal cycle π −1
Let us consider the graph i obtained from G i by removing the vertex v and all the edges of G i that have v either as a tail or as a head. It follows that
By the induction hypothesis, we may assume that the reduced and the extended canonical forms of 1 and 2 are the same.
if, and only if, v ∈ w G 2 and it follows that, up to renaming
For the extended canonical form we proceed in exactly the same way, making the induction step by excluding a vertex
Corollary 1: Two graph metrics are isomorphic if and only if their related graphs in expanded or reduced canonical forms are isomorphic.
Proof: It follows from Theorem 3, Theorem 2 and from the fact that
IV. METRIC RECONSTRUCTION
In this section we will consider the minimum number of G-weights which are required to reconstruct the whole metric. This question has at least three variants.
1) Let S(n) be a set of words of length n such that for any given metric based on a directed graph with n vertices, the G-weights of the words in S(n) are sufficient to recover the whole metric. Let D(n) be the minimum size of S(n). What is the value of D(n)? 2) Let d G be a metric based on a directed graph with n vertices. Let M G (n) be minimum number of G-weights required to recover the whole metric. Let G be the expanded canonical graph for which this number is the smallest among all graphs, and let M min (n) be the value of M G (n) for this graph. Let G be the expanded canonical graph for which this number is the largest among all graphs, and let M max (n) be the value of M G (n) for this graph. What is the value of M min (n)?
What is the value of M max (n)? 3) Given a metric d G , we can ask queries, each query on the G-weight value of a specific word, in a sequence, where each query is based on the values given in previous answers that we got. Let Q(n) be the minimum number of queries which are required to recover any given such metric. What is the value of Q(n)? We note on the difference between the second and the third variants. For the second variant we assume that for the given metric we receive the smallest number of metric weights to recover all the G-weights. In the third variant we have to find a general strategy to ask queries in a way that the total number of queries will be small.
The following lemma is readily verified.
We start with the fundamental question of constructing the graph from the G-weights of the words in the space. Given a set of all G-weights we would like to find the related graph, i.e. its reduced canonical form or its expanded canonical form. To this end we first need the following lemma which is verified from the definitions.
Lemma 6: For a given graph metric d G , of a graph
Theorem 4: The G-weights of all words with Hamming weights one or two are sufficient to determine the expanded canonical form of the related graph.
Proof: By Lemma 6, we can determine for each pair of vertices
by observing G-weights only of words with
Hamming weight one or two.
Corollary 2: If the graph G with the metric d G has n vertices, then the n + n 2 G-weights of words with Hamming weights one or two are sufficient to determine the whole metric.
Corollary 3: D(n) ≤ n + n 2 . On the other hand it is not difficult to see that there are metrics in which all the weights, except for one, are not sufficient to determine the whole metric. Consider the following two graphs
The G-weights of all words, except one word e n , in these two metrics are the same
Corollary 4:
If d G is a metric based on a graph G, then each one of the G-weights of words with Hamming weight one might be required to determine the whole metric, i.e. e i ∈ S(n) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Corollary 3 can be slightly improved as follows. Theorem 5: D(n) ≤ n 2 + n 2 . Proof: Let V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } be the set of vertices of G. We claim that the G-weights of all the words of Hamming weight one and the G-weights of all the words with Hamming weights two, excluding w G (e 1 + e 2 ), w G (e 3 + e 4 ), w G (e 5 + e 6 ),..., are sufficient to recover the G-weights of the whole metric. To prove this we only have to show that we can find the weights of w G (e 1 + e 2 ), w G (e 3 + e 4 ), w G (e 5 + e 6 ),..., and apply Corollary 2. By Lemma 6, we have that by observing the set {w G (e 1 + e i ) : 3 ≤ i ≤ n} we can find how many (and which) vertices (excluding v 2 ) are dominated by v 1 . Let δ 1 be the number of vertices that v 1 dominates (including v 1 and excluding v 2 ). If w(e 1 ) = δ 1 then clearly v 1 does not dominate v 2 and if w G (e 1 ) = δ 1 + 1 then clearly v 1 dominates v 2 . Similarly, let δ 2 be the number of vertices that v 2 dominate (including v 2 and excluding v 1 ) and similarly we can
where t is the number of vertices dominated by both v 1 and v 2 (and t can be found by observing the vertices dominated by v 1 and observing the vertices dominated by v 2 ). Similarly, we can find w G (e 3 + e 4 ) and so on. To conclude, we apply Corollary 2 to complete the proof.
Theorem 6: Given any set with less than n 2 + n 2 G-weights, there exists a directed graph G with n vertices whose graph metric cannot be reconstructed only from these G-weights. Proof: Consider the following two directed graphs G 1 (V, E 1 ) and G 2 (V, E 2 ), where V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }. G 1 has a clique on the set of vertices {v 4 , . . . , v n }; for each i , 4 ≤ i ≤ n, G 1 has the edge v i → v j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, and it also has the edge v 1 → v 2 . G 2 has a clique on the set of vertices {v 4 , . . . , v n }; for each i , 4 ≤ i ≤ n, G 2 has the edge v i → v j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, and it also has the edge v 1 → v 3 . This means that the two graphs differ only in the edges v 1 → v 2 and v 1 → v 3 . The related metrics differ only in two G-weights. In G 1 , w G 1 (e 1 + e 2 ) = 2 and w G 1 (e 1 + e 3 ) = 3, while in G 2 , w G 2 (e 1 + e 2 ) = 3 and w G 2 (e 1 + e 3 ) = 2. Hence, if these two G-weights are not given we won't be able to distinguish between the two metrics. Therefore, from the G-weight of words with Hamming weight two only a set of G-weights which correspond to vertex-disjoint edges can be omitted. Thus, from all the G-weights of words with Hamming weight two we are required to have at least n 2 − n 2 words. By Corollary 4, the G-weights of all the words with Hamming weight one are also required and the lemma follows.
Corollary 5: D(n) ≥ n 2 + n 2 . Now, by Theorem 5 and Corollary 5 we have that Corollary 6: D(n) = n 2 + n 2 .
The values of M min (n) and M max (n) given in the next two theorems.
Theorem 7: M min (n) = n. Proof: Given the Hamming metric which is represented by a graph G with n isolated vertices, it is trivial to see that the set of weights {w G (e i ) : i ∈ [n]} is sufficient to determine the metric. Hence, M min (n) ≤ n.
M min (n) ≥ n from information theory arguments.
Proof: If n = 1 then no queries are required and if n = 2 then two queries are necessary. For n = 3 the graph with exactly one edge requires four queries. Now, we have to present a graph with n ≥ 4 vertices that requires at least 2n − 4 queries to reveal all its edges. The graph will consists of at least four vertices. One vertex v max dominates all the other vertices. One vertex v min which does not dominate any other vertex. Any other vertex of the n − 2 vertices dominates v min . We must know w G (v max ) to reveal it dominates all the other vertices. For any vertex v which dominates v min we must know w G (v), but this is not enough. For example, assume that
If we have no other information on v 1 and v 2 they can either dominate v min or be together in a clique of size two. Hence, we need two queries for each one of the vertices that dominates v min with a possible exception of one. Revealing all this information implies that w G (v min ) = 1, so there is no need to have a query on v min . Thus, the total number of required queries is 2n − 4.
Proof: For a given vertex u, that dominates the vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r , the two G-weights w G (u) and w G (u, v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v r ), which are equal to r + 1 are enough to know all the edges from u to the other vertices of the graph. This proves that M max (n) ≤ 2n − 2. Hence, we only have to show that we can omit one G-weight. For any vertex u which does not dominate any other vertex, the G-weight w G (v) is sufficient and if there ais one such vertex then the claim of the lemma is proved. If there is no such vertex, then the vertex of minimal G-weight is in a clique of size r ≥ 2, which consists of the vertices v 1 
. . , v r ) are sufficient to find this clique and hence 2n − 1 G-weights are sufficient.
Thus, M max (n) ≤ 2n − 1.
The gap between the lower bound of Lemma 7 and the upper bound of Lemma 8 can be reduced, but we omit it as the proof is too tedious and we leave it to the reader. For the value of Q(n), we managed only slightly to bridge on the gap between the upper and lower bounds derived from Lemma 5. Hence, the intriguing problem to determine the value of Q(n) is left as a research problem for the reader.
After the expanded canonical form graph was constructed based on the G-weights of the words with Hamming weights one and two, we would like to know whether the given G-weights of the other words are consistent with the G-weights of the words with Hamming weights one or two. The most simple way is to consider each r -subsets of vertices and use a search algorithm for all the vertices dominated by this r -subset of vertices. We leave other variants to the interested reader and for future research.hs). Some of the variants are related to the well-known question concerning graph isomorphism, until recently the only fundamental computational problem whose answer is completely unknown [18] (before the most recent result of László Babai [2] ).
V. ISOMETRIES AND CODING
As seen in Section III, the reduced canonical form G (V , E , L ) of G may be considered as a poset P G = (V , ), and we say that v ∈ X is maximal in X ⊂ V if π(v) is maximal in π(X) ⊂ V , considered as a subposet of P G . We denote by Max G (X) the set of maximal elements of X and Max G (x) := Max G (supp(x) ). The cleared out form of x ∈ F n q is the vectorx = (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) such that
and X is minimal with this property. A MSG is not unique, but it is easy to see that X ⊂ Max G (X). A minimal set of generators (MSG) of X ⊂ V is a subset X ⊂ X such that X G = X G and X is minimal with this property. A MSG is not unique, but it is easy to see that X ⊂ Max G (X).
Given a directed graph G we denote by G its expanded canonical form of G, Aut G the group of automorphisms of G and G L (n, G) q the group of linear isometries of F n q , d G , i.e., G L (n, G) q = {T : F n q → F n q ; T is linear and ×d G (x, y) = d G (T (x) , T (y)) , ∀x, y ∈ F n q }.
We first remark is that G L (n, G) q = G L n, G q , so an automorphism φ ∈ Aut G induces an isometry T φ ∈ G L (n, G) q , acting on F n q by permutation of the coordinates:
We say that a linear map T : F n q → F n q respects domination if T (e i ) = n j =1 α i j e j satisfies the conditions: (i) α ii = 0 for every i ≤ n; (ii) α i j = 0 implies that v j ∈ v i G . We denote N (G) as the set of all linear maps respecting domination.
Lemma 9: Aut G and N (G) are subgroups of
By construction, a linear map T belongs to N (G) if, and only if, Max G (x) = Max G (T (x))
for every x ∈ F n q and it follows that N(G) is a subgroup of G L(n, G) q .
Lemma 10: The group Aut G N (G) is the semidirect product Aut G N (G).
Proof: It is clear that Aut G ∩ N (G) = {I d}, so all is needed is to prove that N (G) is normal. This follows straightforward from the definition of the action of Aut G , noting that Max(T (x) ). We claim that actually G L (n, G) q = Aut G N (G). In order to prove it, we first need to prove some preliminary results.
Lemma 11: Given T ∈ G L (n, G) q and e i ∈ β, there are v j (i) ∈ supp(T (e i )) and S i ∈ N(G) such that:
is a MSG for supp(T (e i )).
Proof: (i) Since T ∈ G L(n, G) q it follows there is v j (i) ∈ supp(T (e i )) such that v i ∈ supp(T −1 (e j (i) )), and since T −1 ∈ G L(n, G) q it follows that supp (T (e i )) G = v j (i) G .
(ii) Let X be a MSG of supp(T (e i )). Item (i) ensures that X = {v j (i) }. The linear isometry defined by S i (e j ) = e j if j = j (i ) and S(T (e i )) = e j (i) , satisfies the desired conditions.
The previous Lemma ensures the existence of a map φ T :
This map is not necessarily unique, since φ T (i ) may be exchanged by another vertex in the same clique. This amounts to the choice of a MSG made in the proof of item (i) of the previous Lemma to determine the map S i . Considering the family S = {S i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, we get a well defined map S φ T :
Proof: It follows from Proposition 2 and the fact that
VI. G-CANONICAL DECOMPOSITION OF LINEAR CODES FOR HIERARCHICAL GRAPHS AND ITS PACKING RADIUS
As mentioned in Section III, the reduced canonical form G (V , E , L ) of a graph G(V, E) determines a partial order over V , a poset, which we denote by P G = (V , G ). We may write instead of G , if no confusion may arise.
In the case the graph has no circuit, that is, in case G defines a poset, the so-called hierarchical posets play an exceptional role, since many of the known properties of codes, including MacWilliams Identity and Extension properties, hold for a poset metric if and only if the poset is hierarchical (see [6] , [12] , [13] ). Many of those results, originally proved for the usual Hamming metric, depends essentially on the action of the group of linear isometries being transitive on spheres centered at 0. We shall derive many similar properties for graphs for which the reduced canonical form determines a hierarchical poset. We will generalize the P-canonical decomposition for hierarchical posets, (see [7] ), proving that each linear code C ⊂ F n q is equivalent -up to linear isometry -to a code that may be expressed as a product of codes, each one having its support contained in a different level of the poset.
We start giving proper definitions. Let G = G V , E , L be the reduced canonical form of G (V, E) . Considering G as a poset, it is naturally decomposed into levels. A chain in G is a subset I ⊂ V such that given u, v ∈ I , either u v or v u. The lenght of a chain is just its cardinality. The height h G (v) of an element v ∈ V is the maximal length of a chain that has v as a maximal element. The height of G
The set V is decomposed as a disjoint union of its levels, V = V 1 ∪· · ·∪V h G , called the level structure of the graph G . A similar decomposition holds for the original graph G:
Then, C ⊕ span{x} and C ⊕ span{x} are G-equivalent.
Proof:
Clearly T (C ⊕ span{x}) = T (C ⊕ span{x}). By construction, Max(y) = Max(T (y)) for every y ∈ F n q , hence T is an isometry.
Remark 1: The G-isometry T , constructed in the previous lemma, satisfies supp(T (C ⊕ span{x}) ⊂ V i and T (y) = y, for supp(y) ⊂ [n]\V i . These properties will be used in the proof of Theorem 9.
Given x ∈ F n q , the i -th projection x i ∈ F n q is defined by x i j = x j if j ∈ V i and x i j = 0 otherwise. Theorem 9: Let G(V, E) be a graph. The poset P G is hierarchical if, and only if, any linear code D admits a G-canonical decomposition.
Proof: First, suppose that P G is a hierarchical poset with h G levels. If di m(D) = 1, it is enough to use Lemma 12, considering C = {0}.
Suppose the result holds for linear codes with dimension smaller than k and let D = span{x 1 } ⊕ span{x 2 , . . . , x k } be a k-dimensional code. The induction hypothesis ensures that, for D = span{x 2 , . . . , x k }, there is a linear isometry T such that
Denote by i 0 the maximal level with this property and let y be defined by y i = T (x) i if i ∈ V j with j ≤ i 0 and y i = 0 otherwise. Thus we find that
On the other hand, suppose that P G is not hierarchical and let i ∈ [h G ] be the lowest level of P G for which there are a ∈ V i and b ∈ V i+1 such that a b. Consider j ∈ π −1 (a) and k ∈ π −1 (b). The linear code C = span{e j + e k } cannot be G-equivalent to a canonically decomposed codeC. Indeed, it follows from Proprosition 2 that any linear G-isometry T ∈ G L(n, G) q induces an automorphism T : V → V . Thus, the closures supp(T (e j )) G and supp(T (e k )) G are generated by T ( j ) ∈ V and T (k) ∈ V respectively. Moreover, since π( j ) π(k), we have that π( T ( j )) π( T (k)). It follows that Max G (T (span{e j + e k })) ⊃ { T ( j ), T (k)} is not contained in a single level. Since di m(C) = 1 and T ∈ G L(n, G) q is taken arbitrarily, we show that C does not admit a G-canonical decomposition.
Remark 2: In the proof of the previous theorem, we constructed a map T , considering a basis β = {x 1 , . . . , x k } of D. For the purpose of this Theorem, the choice of the basis is immaterial. For future purpose (Lemma 17), it is worth to note that the choice may be done in such a way that the linear isometry T (which maps D into its G-canonical decomposition), restricted to β is defined by T (x i ) =x i . It follows that if P G is hierarchical, given a code C it is possible to find a basis β = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } such that, when considering only the maximal components of each x i , we get a basisβ = {x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x k } such that supp(x i ) is contained in a single level of P G andβ generates a code D that is a G-canonical decomposition of C.
Given a code C ⊂ F n q , we define its minimal G-distance as d(C) := min{d G (x, y); x, y ∈ C, x = y}. It is clear that for a linear code the minimal distance is the minimal weight min{w G (x); x ∈ F n q , x = 0}. The packing radius R(C) of the code is the maximal radius of disjoint balls centered at codewords:
In general, the packing radius is not determined by the minimal distance. Consider, for example, the graph with vertices set V = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } with the single edge (v 3 , v 1 ). Considering the one-dimensional codes C 1 = {000, 110} and C 2 = {000, 001} we get that d(C 1 ) = d(C 2 ) = 2, while R(C 1 ) = 0 and R(C 2 ) = 1.
Let us consider the particular case where G is hierarchical and L : V → N is constant on each level V i , let us say assuming the value L (i ). In this situation, we have that R(C) = R(d(C) ), i.e., the packing radius R (C) of a linear code C is determined by its minimal distance d (C) as follows:
Proposition 3: Suppose that the reduced canonical form G (V , E , L ) of G is hierarchical and that L is constant and equal to L (i ) on each level V i . Let x ∈ C be a codeword of minimal G-weight and let k 0 be the minimal level of V intersected by C: k 0 = min i ; supp(x) ∩ V i = ∅, x ∈ C . Then,
where X is a MSG for supp(x) G .
Proof: Let us assume that C is G-canonical decomposed as C k 0 ⊕ C k 0 +1 ⊕· · ·⊕C h G . Given x ∈ C k 0 , since L is assumed to be constant on each level, it is immediate to check that
Considering the G-canonical the G-canonical decomposition, we have that any codeword x ∈ C k 0 is a cleared codeword hence the minimal distance is attained by such a vector x 0 with |π(supp(x 0 ))| minimal. Let us denote r 0 = |π(supp(x 0 ))|. Given two codewords x, y ∈ C k 0 , the minimality of r 0 ensures that |π(supp(x)) ∩ π(supp(y))| ≥ r 0 and hence d G (x, y)
To show that this radius can not be increased, we choose a subset I ⊂ π(supp(x 0 )) with |J | = r 0 + 1 w G (x) ≤ and define y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ C k 0 by y j = x j if j ∈ J and y j = 0 otherwise. It follows that (C) ). We remark that this situation, whether the packing radius is determined by the minimal distance, is unusual but very helpful, since even for codes of dimension 1, determining the packing radius is, in general, an NP-hard problem (see [15, Sec. 4] ).
VII. THE MACWILLIAMS IDENTITY
AND EXTENSION THEOREM In this section, we introduce the MacWilliams Identity and the MacWilliams Extension Property in the context of graph-metrics. The condition established in Theorem 9 for a graph G(V, E) to admit a G-decomposition is not sufficient to ensure the MacWilliams properties. Indeed, consider the metric induced by the graph G( [4] , E = {(3, 4), (4, 3)}). Let C 1 = {0000, 1100} and C 2 = {0000, 0011} be two onedimensional binary codes. It is clear that C 1 is isometric to C 2 , since w G (1100) = w G (0011) = 2. The dual codes C ⊥ 1 and C ⊥ 2 are generated by the sets {1100, 1110, 1101} and {0011, 1011, 0111} respectively. Direct calculations shows that W G C ⊥ 1 (X) = 1 + 4X 2 + 3X 4 and W G C ⊥ 2 (X)) = 1 + 2X + 2X 2 + 2X 3 + X 4 . Therefore, the MacWilliams Identity does not hold in full generality. It is also easy to check (considering the description of G L(n, G) q given in Section V) that no linear isometry can map 1100 into 0011, i.e., MacWilliams Extension Property also does not hold in the general case. Our aim now is to find sufficient conditions to ensure the existence of a MacWilliams identity. Surprisingly, as we shall see, the Extension Property is strictly stronger than the MacWilliams Identity.
We start with a definition that will be crucial for both the cases.
Definition 2: Let G (V , E ) be the reduced canonical form of G and let V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ V h G be the level decomposition of V . We say that G satisfies the Unique Decomposition Property (UDP) if S, S ⊂ V i are sets satisfying a∈S L (a) = b∈S L (b), then there is a bijection g : S → S such that L (a) = L (g(a) ) for all a ∈ S.
Proposition 4: Suppose that the reduced canonical form G = V , E , L of G is a hierarchical poset. The group of linear isometries G L (n, G) q acts transitively on the spheres of F n q , d G if, and only if, G satisfies the UDP. Proof: Given x ∈ F n q , let X be a MSG for supp(x) G . Since G is hierarchical, all elements of X belong to the same level, let us say X ⊂ V k 0 . Then we find that
and the result follows from Proposition 2.
A. The MacWilliams Identity
We denote A G i (C) = |{c ∈ C : w G (c) = i }| and define the G-weight enumerator of a code C as the polynomial
Given a graph G(V, E), let us denote by G(V, E) its reverse graph. It is easy to see that a closure J ∈ I(G) if, and only if, its complement J c ∈ I(G). Furthermore, A ⊂ V is a circuit in G if, and only, if, A is also a circuit in G. Therefore, the reduced canonical form P G (V , P G ) of G is the dual of P G (V , P G ).
Definition 3 (Existence of a MacWilliams Identity): A graph G(V, E) admits a MacWilliams Identity if for every linear code
In order to characterize the graphs that admit the MacWilliams Identity, we briefly introduce some facts about additive characters that will be used in a manner similar to MacWilliams' original approach, later adapted by Choi et al. [14] to the poset case. An additive character χ of F q is a nontrivial homomorphism of the additive group F q into the multiplicative group of complex numbers with 1-norm. The next lemma is well known.
Lemma 13: Let C ⊂ F n q be a linear code and let χ of F q be an additive character. Then, x∈C χ(x · y) = |C| if y ∈ C ⊥ and 0 otherwise.
Lemma 14: Let G(V, E) be a finite graph. Given a linear code C of F n q , then
where S i and S j are the spheres of radii i and j considering the metric induced by the graphs G and G, respectively, i.e., 
Since G satisfies the first condition we have that p i j := y∈S j χ(x · y) does not depend on the choice of x ∈ S i . Therefore, W G
defined by x i j = x j if j ∈ π −1 (i ) and x i j = 0 otherwise. Lemma 16: Let G(V, E) be a graph with h G = 1 and let P G = (V , ) be its reduced canonical form (considered as a poset). Given I, J ∈ I(G), let S I = {x ∈ F n q : supp(x) G = I }. Then, for x ∈ S I we have that,
Proof: Given x ∈ F n q , the vector x i ∈ F n q is defined by x i j = x j if j ∈ π −1 (i ) and x i j = 0 otherwise. In order to simplify the notation, we assume that V = {1, . . . , m}, for an integer m ≤ |V |. Thus,
where in the first equality we consider the fact that χ is a group homomorphism and we separate the product in the J and J c parts and the second follows from the fact that x i · y i = 0 for i ∈ π(J ) and χ(0) = 1. We note that, given y 1 +· · ·+y m ∈ S J c we have that y i ∈ F L(i) q \{0} ⊂ F n q if i ∈ π(J c ) and y i = 0, otherwise. It follows that
Furthermore, from
Lemma 13, we have that
where the second equality follows from the fact that
In the next theorem, we will use a variation of the previous lemma, considering not only the closed set J c , but the family J c of all closed sets with the same cardinality of J c : Given I, J ∈ I(G) and x ∈ S I , then
Theorem 10: Let G(V, E) be a graph and suppose that its reduced canonical form P G = (V , ) is an anti-chain. The graph G admits the MacWilliams Identity if, and only if, G satisfies the UDP.
Proof: It is clear to see that |I | = |J | ⇐⇒ |I c | = |J c |. Given x, x ∈ S i , consider the closures I 1 = supp(x) G and I 2 = supp(x ) G . Thus, i∈π(I 1 ) L(i ) = i∈π(I 2 ) L(i ). If G satisfies the UDP, then there is a bijection g : π(I 1 ) → π(I 2 ) such that L(i ) = L(g(i )). Furthermore, since i∈π(I c 1 ) L(i ) = i∈π(I c 2 ) L(i ), then g may be extended to V . It implies that there is a G-automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut (G) such that ϕ(I 1 ) = I 2 .
Given J ∈ I(G), consider j = |J |. From Lemma 16 it follows that y∈S j χ(x · y) = y∈S j χ(x · y). Since h G = 1, the conditions 1) and 2) of Lemma 15 are equivalent and, then G admits the MacWilliams Identity.
On the other hand, let S, S ⊂ V be minimal sets such that: (i) i∈S L (i ) = i∈S L (i ); (ii) there is no bijection g : S → S such that L (i ) = L (g(i )). Consider the linear codes C 1 = span{x} and C 2 = span{y}, where x = i∈S e i and y = i∈S e i . By construction, the G-weight enumerators of C 1 and C 2 are equal. Furthermore, by the minimality of S and S , supp(C 1 ) ∩ supp(C 2 ) = ∅ and L (i ) = L ( j ), for any i ∈ S and j ∈ S . It follows that there exists
. Lemma 17: Let G(V, E) be a graph and suppose that P G is a hierarchical poset with l levels. Let C be a linear code and C 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C l its G-canonical decomposition. Let D i = {y ∈ C ⊥ i : supp(y) ⊂ V i } and D = D 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ D l . Then, C ⊥ and D are G-equivalent.
Proof: Let α = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r } be a basis of C such that {x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x r } generates a G-canonical decomposition C 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C l , as ensured by Remark 2. Since P G is assumed to be hierarchical, so is P G and it follows, again by Remark 2, that C ⊥ admits a basis β = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n−r } such thatβ = {ỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 , . . . ,ỹ n−r } generates a code G-equivalent to C ⊥ , that is a G-canonical decomposition of C ⊥ . We claim that this code is actually D. Indeed, to conclude that, we need to provẽ x j ·ỹ k = 0, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − r . Actually, since all those vectors have the support in a single level, it is enough to provex j ·ỹ k = 0 forx j ∈α andỹ k ∈β such that
since the metric is induced by the reverse graph G. This implies that x j · y k =x j ·ỹ k and since x j · y k = 0 we get that alsox j ·ỹ k = 0.
Theorem 11: Let G(V, E) be a graph and suppose that P G is a hierarchical poset. The graph G admits the MacWilliams Identity if, and only if, G satisfies the UDP.
Proof: Suppose that the graph G(V, E) has h G levels with n i elements in the i -th level. From Lemma 17, we may assume, without loss of generality, that a linear code C ⊂ F n q is already in a G-canonical form C 1 ⊕· · · ⊕C h G and its dual is equivalent to C ⊥ = D 1 ⊕ D 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ D l , where D i is defined as in Lemma 17.
Furthermore, since the graph G satisfies the Unique Decomposition Property, the graph induced on V i also satisfies the Unique Decomposition Property and so, Theorem 10 ensures that W C i (X) determines W D i (X). Since W G C (X) can be expressed in terms of the W C i (X)'s (and similarly for W C ⊥ (X)), we conclude the proof. W G C ⊥ (X) is completely determined by W G C (X). Remark 3: As we saw, a poset-block metric can be obtained as a variation of a graph based metric by imposing L 1 (v) = 1 for every vertex v in the canonical reduced form. In this situation, the UDP condition is equivalent to demand that every block has the same size. For this fact, the condition we establish for the existence of a MacWilliams identity may be seen as a generalization of the conditions established in [17] for the case of poset-block metrics. We also remark that the UDP condition is necessary and sufficient only by assuming that the graph is hierarchical. That is not the case for poset-block metrics.
B. The MacWilliams Extension Theorem Definition 4 (The MacWilliams Extension Property):
A metric space (F n q , d G ) satisfies the MacWilliams Extension Property if for any pair of linear codes C and C and any linear map t : C → C preserving the G-weight, there is a G-isometry T ∈ G L(n, G) q such that T | C = t.
The same conditions on the graph G that ensured the MacWilliams Identity (the canonical reduced form being an hierarchical poset and the UDP) are not sufficient to characterize those metric spaces (F n q , d G ) that satisfy the MacWilliams Extension Property. In fact, consider the graph G( [6] , with set of edges E = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 4) , (4, 3) , (5, 6) , (6, 5)}). We consider the space (F n 2 , d G ) and the linear codes C 1 = {000000, 100010, 101000, 001010} and C 2 = {000000, 010010, 110011, 100001}. The linear map t : C 1 → C 2 defined by t (100010) = 010010 and t (101000) = 110011 preserves the G-weight but any possible linear extension does not preserve the G-weight of the vector 100000; hence t cannot be extended to T ∈ G L(n, G) 2 .
This situation can be avoided by adding an extra condition. Definition 5: (Condition ) Let G(V, E) be a directed graph and G (V , E , L) be its reduced canonical form. We say that G and G satisfy the condition if, given an integer k > 1, there are at most two elements i, j ∈ V such that L(i ) = L( j ) = k.
From here on, we assume that the field F q is binary, that is, q = 2.
Let us assume that the reduced canonical form G of G is a poset with a single level, that is, E = ∅. Given a linear code C ⊂ F n 2 . We define I j (C) = {k ∈ π(supp(C)); L(k) = j }. When considering two codes C 1 and C 2 , we shall write I j (C i ) = I i j . Lemma 18: Let G be a directed graph satisfying the UDP and condition . Let C 1 and C 2 be linear codes in (F n 2 , d G ) and t : C 1 → C 2 a linear map preserving the G-weight. Then, |I 1 j | = |I 2 j |, for all j ≤ r = max{L(k); k ∈ V }. Proof: Let us decompose the support of the codes as supp(C i ) = I i 1 ∪ I i 2 ∪ · · · ∪ I i r . We remark that some of the I i j may be empty; however, once I 1 j = ∅, we must have that also I 2 j = ∅. Indeed, suppose that I 1 j = ∅. This means there is x ∈ C 1 such that π(supp(x)) ∩ I 1 j = ∅. The UDP ensures that π(supp(t (x))) ∩ I 2 j is also nonempty. Let us consider 2 ≤ j ≤ r . Suppose that |I 1 j | ≤ |I 2 j |, since |I i j | ≤ 2 by hypothesis, then the possible values for (|I 1 j |, |I 2 j ) are (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 1), (1, 2) and (2, 2). The cases (0, 1) and (0, 2) cannot occur, since, as we just saw, I 1 j = ∅ iff I 2 j = ∅. We need to discard the case (|I 1 j |, |I 2 j ) = (1, 2). Let x ∈ C 1 be a vector such that π(supp(x)) = I 1 j . The UDP ensures there is no y ∈ C 2 such that π(supp(y)) = I 2 j . However, there must be y, z ∈ C 2 such that π(supp(y))∪π(supp(z)) = I 2 j and then we have that either π(supp(y)) = I 2 j , or π(supp(z)) = I 2 j , or π(supp (y + z)) = I 2 j , a contradiction. Now, we need to prove that I 1 1 = I 2 1 . We consider a set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s } such that s i=1 (π(supp(x i )) ∩ I 1 1 ) = I 1 1 , with s minimal. A careful use of the inclusion-exclusion principle and the UDP ensures that s i=1 (π(supp(x i )) ∩ I 1 1 ) = s i=1 (π(supp(t (x i ))) ∩ I 2 1 ) ≤ |I 2 1 | and we get that |I 1 1 | ≤ |I 2 1 |. A similar reasoning for the inverse t −1 ensures that |I 1 1 | = |I 2 1 |. Proposition 5: Let G(V, E) be a directed graph and suppose that its canonical reduced form is a poset with a single level ( h G = 1). The metric space (F n 2 , d G ) satisfies the MacWilliams Extension Property if, and only if, G satisfies the UDP and the Condition .
Proof: First of all, we shall prove that the two stated conditions are sufficient. Let C 1 and C 2 be two linear codes and let t : C 1 → C 2 be a linear map that preserves the G-weight. Given x, y ∈ C 1 , the UDP ensures the existence of the bijections g 1 : π(supp(x)) → π(supp(t (x))) and g 2 : π(supp(y)) → π(supp(t (y))). We claim that it is possible to choose g 1 and g 2 in such a way that, if i ∈ π(supp(x)) ∩ π(supp(y)), then g 1 (i ) = g 2 (i ). Indeed, suppose that g 1 (i ) = g 2 (i ) and consider the linear codes C = span{x, y} and C = span{t (x), t (y)}. The only obstructions to g 1 and g 2 to satisfy this condition would be if either |I L(i) (C)| < |I L(i) (C )| or |I L(i) (span{x})| < |I L(i) (span{t (x)})|, contradicting Lemma 18. Hence, there is a bijection φ t : π(supp(C 1 )) → π(supp(C 2 )) such that φ t : π(supp(x)) → π(supp(t (x))) is a bijection preserving the L-weight. Since G satisfies the UDP and i∈V \π(supp(C 1 )) L(i ) = i∈V \π(supp(C 2 )) L(i ), then φ t can be extended to ϕ : V → V . Given x ∈ F n 2 , we write x = x 1 + · · · + x m , where π(supp(x i )) ⊂ {v i } ∈ V . It follows that C j ⊂ C j 1 ⊕· · ·⊕C j m , where C j i = {x i ; x ∈ C j }, for j = 1, 2. Let β j = {x j 1 , . . . , x j k j } be a basis of C 1 j and α ϕ( j ) = {t (x) ϕ( j )1 , . . . , t (x) ϕ( j )k j } be a basis of C 2ϕ( j ) . We consider W j to be the subspace of F n 2 isomorphic to F L(i) 2 such that π(supp(e j k )) = v j and we extend the basis β j of C 1 j to a basis β j = {x j 1 , . . . , x j k j , e j 1 , . . . , e jr j } of W j . It follows that, F n 2 = m i=1 W j . Analogously, we can also extend α ϕ( j ) to α ϕ( j ) = {t (x) ϕ( j )1 , . . . , t (x) ϕ( j )k j , f ϕ( j )1 , . . . , f ϕ( j )r j } to another basis of W ϕ( j ) . Let T : F n 2 → F n 2 be the linear map defined by T (x i j ) = t (x) ϕ(i) j and T (e i j ) = f ϕ(i) j . By construction, T is a linear G-isometry that extends t. Now we prove that the two stated conditions are necessary.
